E-Motion
PLUS
A D J U S T A B L E

C O L L E C T I O N

Shown here the E-Motion Plus divan base with a
Francesca euro-slim headboard
in Cedar 19315 Mint Green upholstered fabric

Each Hypnos bed is individually handmade by master craftsman and customised to personal tastes and needs.
Proud holders of a Royal Warrant, Hypnos’ unrivalled ‘best of British’ quality is reinforced by a reputation
for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

Natural E-Motion mattress

E-Motion Plus divan base
™

■ This unique mattress features the intelligent ReActive
7-turn pocket spring system. Each spring has 7 active turns,
providing seamless progressive-support and unparalleled
comfort. Choose a medium, firmer or extra firm comfort
level.
■ Upholstered with naturally soft and breathable layers of
alpaca, wool, Solotex™ and polycotton, which help regulate
body temperature and ensure a fresh and hygienic night’s
sleep. Covered with a viscose Belgian damask to provide
a soft and breathable surface.

■ Powerful, yet quiet, motor with heavy-duty steel action
and wood frame, with a weight limit guaranteed to 28
stone (tested to 40 stone).
■ Fully adjustable sprung base, with a spacious end drawer
as standard (internal dimensions: 690mm(w) x
430mm(d) x 200mm(h)).
■ A sleek wireless handset incorporating memory
functions, allowing two positions to be saved (for
example, sleep position and reading position), as well
as a reset button to flat position.

10-year guarantee applies
to the mattress only the divan base and motor
come with a 5-year
guarantee

■ Tailored with two rows of side-stitching for edge-to-edge
support.

■ Under-bed lighting that can be controlled via the wireless handset.

■ Seasonal turn mattress, specially designed to be more flexible.

■ Available in Hypnos standard and premium fabrics only.

■ Each divan half comes in two pieces for ease of delivery.

This mattress
and divan are
100% recyclable
at the end of
their life
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